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Protect your operations, information, and customer data.



INCIDENT 
RESPONSE TEAM
Rapidly assess, quarantine, 
and respond to an attack 
or cyber incident to stem 
damage to your organization 
and data.

CYBERCRIME IS INTENSIFYING

To most every business, cyberattacks and ransomware 
are nothing new. They’re just more common, more 
sophisticated… and more complex to guard against.
 
By the numbers, 130 different ransomware strains 
have been detected since 2020 alone, according to 
VirusTotal. Worse, strains like GandCrab, Windows-
based executable files, dynamic link libraries and 
others, says Verizon, are now behind a quarter 
of all data breaches worldwide. The result is that 
cybercrime is now a $10 trillion business.
 
Yet while more than 40% of cybercriminal activity is 
currently aimed at SMBs, only 14% of the businesses in 
this vital sector are prepared to defend themselves.

VEIT PARTNER 
NETWORK
Get certified audits of your 
regulatory compliance 
frameworks from VEIT and 
its qualified security team.

BUDGET FRIENDLY
Work with our experts who 
hold the highest security 
certification – Certified 
Information System Security 
Professional (CISSP).

CISO TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

The Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) 
services from Visual Edge IT guard your small- to 
medium-sized business from potentially crippling 
cyberattacks and ransomware. CISO also enables 
organizations in regulated industries to stay in 
compliance with new and existing regulatory 
guidelines — continuously — and even helps your 
business obtain cybersecurity insurance.
 
As the CISO experts at Visual Edge IT (VEIT) 
become your own dedicated cybersecurity team, 
your business gets ongoing, responsive guidance 
from every angle.



EASILY LAUNCH WITH VIRTUAL CISO

Implementing or enhancing a cybersecurity initiative is never easy for any 

business, particularly those with little or no budget for in-house security staff. 

Visual Edge IT eases the pain of getting started with a clear, well-defined 

path to launch Virtual CISO services.

1. Establish access to Virtual CISO to assist you with all aspects of 
data security.

2.  Perform an Infrastructure Security Review audit to determine a 
baseline foundation of your organization’s security maturity.

3. Create an Incident Response Plan as required for all compliance 
and cybersecurity insurance.

4. Conduct quarterly audits to track improvements in your company’s  
security maturity score.

CISO… AN EASY CHOICE

As cyberattacks and ransomware become increasingly more frequent and harder to 

prevent, Visual Edge IT and its Virtual CISO services are an easy business decision.
 

To protect your operations, information, and customer data, CISO gives you:

• Cybersecurity expertise, via CISSP-certified security experts
• A full view of security maturity throughout your organization — and how to 

maximize it
• Systematic certified audits for continuous security improvements
• Rapid access to a dedicated Incident Response Team should an attack or 

cyber incident occur

For you as a decision-maker concerned with cyberattacks and data security, you get:

• A trusted security advisor, along with network of security experts
• A security road map for the future, both short-term and long-term
• The confidence of meeting compliance requirements, continually
• Peace of mind, knowing your business is always protected
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Contact us to learn more about Virtual Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) services, and to 
get 24/7 remote monitoring, live U.S.-based support desk services, and security for all of your 
IT operations with Managed Security Solutions from Visual Edge IT.


